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Relighting of Paintings and Drawings
based on Shading-Color Correlation

Bernardo Henz · Manuel M. Oliveira

Abstract We present a practical solution to the prob-

lem of subject relighting in paintings and drawings. Our

interactive technique uses 3-D shading proxies and can

be applied to objects with arbitrary geometries. Given

a user-provided guess for the shading of an object in

a painting/drawing and its corresponding target shad-

ing, we refine them using shading-color correlation and

a multi-scale scheme. These refined shadings are then

used to create a multi-channel shading-ratio image to

perform relighting, while taking into account the colors

used by the artists to convey shading information. We

demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution on a va-

riety of artistic styles, including paintings with strong

brush strokes and unconventional shading encodings,

drawings, and other types of artwork. Our method is

the first to perform relighting of paintings and draw-

ings and, in addition to relighting, can transfer smooth
normal and depth maps from 3-D proxies to images.

Keywords Image relighting, Painting relighting ·
Normal and depth map transfer to images.

1 Introduction

Image relighting tries to recreate the appearance of a

pictured object or scene under new illumination. This

is useful, for instance, when one would like to obtain
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different lighting effects, or direct attention to other ar-

eas of the image, but the picture cannot be (easily) re-

taken or repainted under the desired conditions. This is

a difficult problem, as a single image carries no explicit

information about the scene’s original lighting, or the

objects’ shapes and material properties. The problem

becomes even harder in the case of paintings and draw-

ings, as a combination of style, brush strokes, and use

of colors often lends to physically-inconsistent shadings.

We present a practical solution to the problem of

subject relighting in paintings and drawings. Image re-

lighting requires information about the scene geometry,

reflectance properties, and lighting. Instead of automat-

ically recovering geometry using computer vision tech-

niques [4, 8, 36] (which tend to not work well with such

images), we use a 3-D model as a proxy to the subject’s
geometry. By illuminating the proxy with a guess to the

original lighting, the user provides a rough approxima-

tion to the source shading, which we call guess shading.

Since estimating source shading is a hard task even for

experienced individuals, we present a technique to re-

fine the user-provided guess shading. This is achieved

by correlating shading values with colors in the input

image. The proxy is also used to specify the target shad-

ing, which is refined using a multiscale scheme. An RGB

shading-ratio image is then computed using the refined

target and guess shadings, and used for relighting. Such

ratio image takes into account the artist’s use of colors

to encode shadings.

Figure 1 illustrates the flexibility of our approach

to relight paintings and drawings. On top, it shows a

van Gogh’s painting with three relit versions. This is a

challenging example, as the artist used colors to convey

shading information (proportionally more red to indi-

cate dark, and yellow for lit regions). The bottom row

shows a color pencil drawing by Ray Sun. Note how the
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(a) Original (b) Relit from the left (c) Relit from the front (d) Relit from the top right

(e) Original (f) Relit from the left (g) Relit from bottom right (h) Relit from above

Fig. 1 Relighting of a painting and a pencil drawing from different directions using our technique. (top) van Gogh’s “Portrait
de l’Artiste sans Barbe” and (bottom) a color pencil drawing by Ray Sun (Sunnyrays).

relit images preserve the artist’s shading style. These

two examples cover quite distinct techniques and illus-

trate the effectiveness of our solution. Section 6 presents

additional examples demonstrating the robustness of

our approach to also handle photorealistic paintings,

caricatures, and other types of artwork.

The contributions of our paper include:

– A practical solution to the problem of subject re-

lighting in paintings and drawings. Our technique is

robust to variations in artistic styles, brush strokes,

use of colors to convey shading information, and to

physically-inconsistent shadings (Section 3);

– A technique to refine a user-provided rough specifi-

cation of the source shading, which is based on the

correlation of color and shading values (Section 4.1);

– A multiscale scheme to refine the target shading, al-

lowing our method to compute appropriate shading-

ratio images (Section 4.2);

– A technique that mimics the artists’ original use

of colors to represent dark and bright shades (Sec-

tion 5);

– A technique to transfer smooth normal and depth

maps to single images, which can be applied to pho-

tographs, paintings, and drawings (Section 6).

2 Related Work

Image relighting has been addressed in different ways

over the years. To the best of our knowledge, all previ-

ous techniques have focused on photographs and videos,

and the relighting of paintings and drawings has re-

mained unexplored. Essentially, existing techniques can

be classified as geometry-based and image-based. Geome-

try-based methods use a 3-D representation for ren-

dering an object under new illumination, while image-

based ones rely on multiple images for relighting.

2.1 Geometry-Based Methods

Inverse-lighting techniques try to estimate and then

modify the illumination of a scene based on geomet-

ric and reflectance descriptions. In order to acquire ge-

ometry and reflectance information, these techniques

rely on 3-D scanners [11, 20], use multiple photographs

taken under controlled settings [18], or create a virtual

scene using 3-D models [7]. These techniques require

access to the original scene and/or information about

scene geometry and reflectance.

For face relighting, many methods use simple mod-

els, such as ellipses [5] or a generic face model [34]. Oth-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2 Image-model registration. (a) Input image I. (b) Segmented reference object O (face). (c) 3-D face model M used to
create a proxy for O. (d) Initial image-model registration by translating, rotating, and scaling M to fit O. (e) Deformed model
using Green coordinates to improve the fitting of M to O. (f) Resulting transformed and deformed model (reference proxy P ).

ers use morphable models to recover an approximated

3-D face representation [6, 33].

Some interactive techniques allow the user to specify

or reconstruct normal maps. Okabe et al. use a pen-

based interface to draw sparse surface normals [22],

while other approaches are based on simple markups

for the normal reconstruction [35, 36]. Lopez-Moreno

et al. [17] estimate depth information from images and

use it for achieving stylization (NPR) effects. These

normal/depth-map recovering methods are heavily de-

pendent on image gradients, making them inappropri-

ate for paintings with heavy brush strokes and other

high-frequency contents.

In the area of hand-drawn illustrations, several tech-

niques focus on adding lighting effects to cartoons and

outline drawings. These methods use normals assigned

to edge lines [13] or user-specified relative depth [28, 29]

to create geometric representations by inflating out-

lines. The resulting geometry is then shaded using com-

puter graphics techniques.

2.2 Image-Based Methods

To perform relighting, some image-based techniques use

a sparse set of images taken under controlled illumina-

tion [12, 19, 31], create a mosaic combining parts of

various images [1, 2], or compute a linear combination

of some basis images [3, 30]. In the case of paintings and

drawings, however, we are restricted to a single image.

Several techniques have used ratio images to per-

form image relighting [23, 24, 32]. As opposed to pre-

vious uses, our RGB shading-ratio images take into ac-

count the artistic use of colors to encode shading.

For the specific case of face relighting, Li et al. pro-

posed a logarithmic total-variation model to retrieve

the illumination component and transfer it between faces

[15]. Other methods use edge-preserving filters [9] or

templates copied by artists [10] to transfer illumination

from a reference to a target face. These techniques de-

pend on the alignment, working for nearly-frontal faces.

3 Relighting Using Shading Proxies

Computer vision techniques used for extracting geome-

try or recovering shading from images make strong as-

sumptions about the scene material properties (e.g., full

Lambertian surfaces, uniform albedo, etc.), and light-

ing conditions. Unfortunately, such assumptions are not

satisfied by paintings and drawings, which often contain

physically-inconsistent shadings.

We use an interactive approach to retrieve a coarse

approximation for the imaged geometry. Unlike meth-

ods that focus on 3-D object manipulation on images

[8, 14], we only require a geometric representation for

the visible surfaces that should be re-illuminated. Our

technique is simple and intuitive, using warped 3-D

models as shading proxies to such surfaces. Similar to

Kholgade et al. [14], we make use of available 3-D mod-

els to approximate the image objects. The ever increas-

ing number of available 3-D models makes our tech-

nique capable of relighting virtually any object. We

provide interactive tools to create shading proxies from

approximate 3-D models, as well as to fit these proxies

to the input images. The details are presented next.

3.1 Image-model Registration

Given an input image I containing a segmented refer-

ence object O to be relit, we choose an approximate

3-D model representation M to create a proxy for O

(Figure 2). M can be obtained from private databases,

from the Internet, or from any free or commercial 3-D

model repositories. Our system allows the user to su-

perimpose M and I, and align them through a series

of translation, rotation, and scaling operations applied

to M . This provides some initial registration (Figure 2

(d)). Since M is just an approximate representation for

O, the user can deform M to better match the image.

This is achieved using Green coordinates [16] associated

with the vertices of the model’s bounding box (Figure 2

(e)). At the end of the registration process, the trans-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Fig. 3 Our relighting framework. (a) Input image. (b) and (c) Image and proxy with color-coded matched features. (d) and
(e) Guess (Ssg) and target (St) shadings over the warped proxy. (f) and (g) Refined source (Ssr) and target (Str) shadings.
(h) RGB shading-ratio image. (i) Relit image.

formed and deformed model resembles O and is called

the reference proxy P (Figure 2 (f)).

3.2 Feature-Correspondence Mapping

Since P only represents a rough approximation to the

geometry of the segmented object O, we further re-

fine their matching. For this, we establish correspon-

dences among silhouettes and other relevant edges vis-

ible in both O and in Po – the perspective projec-

tion image of P as seen from the same viewpoint used

for image-model registration. Such correspondences are

used to create a coherent feature-correspondence map-

ping (similar to the dense correspondence in Shih et al.’s

work [26]). The silhouette edges of O and Po are auto-

matically retrieved using the technique by Suzuki and

Abe [27]. Both silhouettes are divided into segments

defined by pairs of matched corners (retrieved using

Shi and Tomasi’s method [25]). The user can decide

to delete some of the automatically-retrieved segments

and corners. In addition, one can interactively define

new pairs of corresponding segments using a technique

similar to intelligent scissors [21]. Figures 3 (b) and (c)

show a color-coded representation for the correspond-

ing pairs of feature segments defined for the example

shown in Figure 2. Since the sizes of corresponding

segments are unlikely to match, all segments are pa-

rameterized in the [0, 1] interval, so that pairs of cor-

responding points are easily matched. We call this the

feature-correspondence mapping, which is used to

warp (using Delaunay triangulation) the selected fea-

tures from Po to the ones in O (Figure 3 (d)), thus

defining a mapping from the reference proxy P to O.

Figure 3 shows all the steps of our relighting pipeline.

4 Shading

Image relighting is obtained as a pixel-wise multiplica-

tion of the input image I by a shading-ratio image:

Ir(u, v) = I(u, v)

(
St(u, v)

Ss(u, v)

)
, (1)

where Ir is the relit image, Ss is the original shading

of the painting/drawing, and St is the target shading.

Existing intrinsic-image decomposition techniques can-

not be used for estimating the shading of paintings and

drawings, as in these representations shading is often

encoded by colors, and tends to be physically incon-

sistent. Thus, besides the target shading, we also re-

quest the user to provide a guess shading (Ssg) for the

input image. Both shadings are specified on the refer-

ence proxy using OpenGL renderings. Given Ssg, our

technique estimates how colors change over the paint-

ing/drawing as a result of variations in Ssg. This infor-

mation is then used to refine Ssg, obtaining a refined

source shading Ssr (Eq. (3)), which in turn is also used

to adjust the provided target shading (St).

4.1 Guess Shading Refinement

To refine Ssg, our technique starts by filtering the seg-

mented object image O using a low-pass edge-aware

filter to smooth brush strokes, obtaining a filtered im-

age Ô. For each color channel β ∈ {R,G,B} in Ô, we

find the linear function fβ that minimizes∑
|fβ(Ôβ(u, v))− Ssg(u, v)|2. (2)

Our method then uses fβ to map the β channel value

of each pixel in O to a corresponding shading value,

producing a reconstructed shading image Sβ = fβ(Oβ)

for each channel β (Figures 4 (a)-(c)). Finally, the re-

fined source shading (Figure 4(d)) is obtained as a linear

combination of SR, SG, and SB :

Ssr =
∑
β

λβ
ω
Sβ , (3)

where λβ = corr(Ssg, Oβ)2 is the squared cross-correlation

coefficient obtained from all color-shading pairs, and

ω =
∑
λβ is a normalization factor. Eq. (3) ensures

that color channels that better explain the shading will

have higher contributions for the refined shading.

Figure 5 compares examples of guess shadings and

their corresponding refined source shadings obtained
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4 Refined source shading. (a)-(c) Reconstructed shad-
ing images using fβ for the R, G, and B channels, respectively,
of van Gogh’s self portrait. (d) Refined source shading (Ssr)
obtained as a linear combination of (a) to (c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Obtaining shading from paintings and drawings. (a)
Input images. (b) User-provided guess shadings. (c) Refined
source shadings obtained with our technique.

with our technique. van Gogh’s example is quite chal-

lenging, as the artist used colors to convey lit and in-

shade areas. Note that since our technique refines the
guessed shading based on shading-color correlation, it

may incorrectly consider part of the albedo as shading.

This is visible, for example, in Figure 5, where the col-

ors of the eyes are quite different from the colors of the

rest of the faces. Figure 6 shows the corresponding re-

covered albedos using the guessed and refined shadings.

4.2 Target-Shading Refinement

The refined source shading may contain some high-

frequency details due to brush strokes and subtle color

changes (Figure 5(c)). Since a target/source shading ra-

tio is used to obtain a relit image, we also need to adjust

(i.e., refine) the user-provided target shading accord-

ingly to avoid introducing artifacts in the relit image.

For this, we use a multiscale approach (similar to Shih

et al.’s [26]) to introduce these high frequencies in the

target shading, while preserving its low-frequency con-

tent. Our method decomposes each of the three shad-

Fig. 6 Pairs of albedos recovered from the images shown
in Figure 5(a) using the user-provided guess shading (Fig-
ure 5(b)) and the refined shadings (Figure 5(c)), respectively.

ings (Ssg, Ssr, and St) using a separate Laplacian pyra-

mid. We then combine their information to obtain a

fourth pyramid, from which a refined target shading

(Str) is reconstructed. We only decompose these pyra-

mids until the level blog2(min(w, h))/2c, where w is

width and h the height of the input image. The coars-

est level of the pyramid built for Str is copied from the

one for St, and decomposing until this level preserves

the target low-frequency shading content. We use a gain

map similar to Shih et al.’s [26] to introduce high fre-

quencies in Str. However, unlike Shih et al., we compute

the gain map based on the user-informed shadings (St
and Ssg – see Eq. (4)), and apply it to each level of

the refined-source-shading pyramid to obtain the cor-

responding level of the refined-target-shading pyramid

(Figure 7). Additionally, the gain sign is important for

relighting, as this takes into account Laplacian edge

flips due illumination changes on the reference proxy.

Therefore, for the lth level of the Laplacian pyramids,

we compute the gain map Γ as:

Γ (l) =
Πl(St)⊗Gσ
Πl(Ssg)⊗Gσ

, (4)

where Πl(X) is the lth level of the Laplacian pyramid

Π(X) obtained from image X. Gσ is a Gaussian ker-

nel with standard deviation σ. Unlike Shih et al., we

only apply gain to pixels from Πl(Ssr) that satisfy the

condition

Πl(Ssr)(u, v)⊗Gσ
Πl(Ssg)(u, v)⊗Gσ

< α. (5)

This ensures that the gain map will only modulate pix-

els where Laplacian values in Ssg and Ssr are similar.

This prevents possible smoothing of details from Ssr
not found in Ssg, which would happen for pixels whose

gain-map value is in the [0, 1) interval. Since we down-

sample each Laplacian level, we use a single Gaussian

kernel for all pyramid levels. For the results shown in

the paper, we used α = 2 in Eq. (5). This value was

determined experimentally.

The refined target shading is then reconstructed

from a Laplacian pyramid Π(Str). This guarantees that

the low-frequency content of the target shading will be

used in the computation of its refined version. At its

coarsest level, Πl(Str) = Πl(St). The finer levels are
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Fig. 7 Target shading refinement at pyramid level l. The
refined target shading is computed as a pixel-wise multipli-
cation between the refined source shading and a gain map.

Fig. 8 Target-shading refinement. (left) Target shading spec-
ified by the user on the warped proxy. (center) The refined
target shading computed by our Laplacian-pyramid scheme.
(right) The refined source shading.

obtained as illustrated in Figure 7: for each level l, if

pixel at position (u, v) satisfies Eq. (5), Γ (l)(u, v) is ob-

tained according to Eq. (4); otherwise, Γ (l)(u, v) = 1.

The refined target level is then computed as the pixel-

wise product:

Πl(Str) = Πl(Ssr)× Γ (l). (6)

Figure 8 compares the refined target shading Str with

St and Ssr for the example of the van Gogh’s painting

shown in Figure 5 (a) (bottom).

5 Artistic Relighting

One could consider obtaining the shading-ratio image

simply by dividing the refined-target by the refined-

source shadings. However, in the case of paintings and

drawings, artists often use color to convey shading. Re-

call from Section 4.1 that fβ maps the β channel value

of each pixel in O to a corresponding shading value.

Thus, the shading ratio has to be computed on a per-

channel basis, according to the functions f−1
β . Each

f−1
β maps (through an affine transform) the range of

refined shading values to a new shading range repre-

sented by the β-channel values in input image I, with

C
o
lo

r
v
a
lu

es

Shading values

Shadow Lit

Fig. 9 Artistic shading-color interpolation for the van Gogh
painting. These functions encode how the values of each color
channel vary based on the guessed shading values. Shadow
regions have proportionally more red than lit regions, where
the red and green values ensure a yellowish color.

β ∈ {R,G,B}. The shading-ratio image for channel β

is then computed as the pixel-wise ratio

Sβ ratio =
f−1
β (Str)

f−1
β (Ssr)

, (7)

and the relit image is obtained as:

Irβ(u, v) = Sβ ratio(u, v)× Iβ(u, v), (8)

where Irβ is the β channel of the relit image Ir, Iβ is

the β channel of the input image I, and (u, v) are pixel

coordinates.

As an alternative to the automatically computed fβ
functions (Section 4.1), we allow the user to specify an

in-shade and a lit region by directly pointing on the

image (at pixels I(ud, vd) and I(ul, vl), respectively).

Let Rd, Gd, and Bd be the average R, G, and B val-

ues computed at a 10× 10 pixel neighborhood around

I(ud, vd). Likewise, let Rl, Gl, and Bl be the R, G, and

B average values computed at a similar neighborhood

around I(ul, vl). Thus, the new function gβ is defined as

the line passing through (Rd, Gd, Bd) and (Rl, Gl, Bl).

This procedure defines a set of three linear functions

(Figure 9).

Fig. 10 Relighting using different shading-ratio strategies:
(left) Monochromatic. (center) RGB using automatically
computed fβ functions. (right) RGB using gβ functions com-
puted using user-specified in-shade and lit regions. The color
maps represent the mappings between shading values in the
[0,1] range and RGB triplets.
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Although the automatic fitting of functions fβ might

seem more convenient for novice users, the specification

of in-shade and lit regions gives the user more control

over the final results. In our system, we allow both op-

tions. Figure 10 compares the results obtained when

relighting the painting in Figure 1(a) using three differ-

ent approaches. On the left, one sees the result obtained

with the use of a monochromatic shading-ratio image,

as done in conventional image relighting (Eq. (1)). Note

that the use of the same scaling factor for all channels

of a given pixel lends to unpleasant results. The image

in the center shows the relight obtained with the use

of an RGB shading-ratio image using Eq. (8) with au-

tomatically computed fβ functions (Section 4.1). The

image on the right shows the recoloring result obtained

also using Eq. (8) with gβ functions computed based

on the specification of in-shade and lit regions. The

color maps next to the two rightmost images represent

the mappings between shading values in the [0, 1] range

to RGB triples, for van Gogh’s face. Due to the least-

squares fitting, the automatically-computed color map

tends to produce smoother changes in the relighting.

6 Results

We have implemented the techniques described in the

paper using C++ and OpenGL, with the help of OpenCV

and MATLAB functions. For all examples shown in

the paper, we used OpenGL to illuminate the shading

proxies using a single point light source. We used our

approach to relight a large number of images includ-

ing paintings, drawings, and other kinds of artwork. A

typical interactive model-registration session, including

feature-correspondence mapping, takes from 2 to 7 min-

utes (in the case of more complex shapes). Relighting is

performed in real time using such mappings, which can

be saved and reused. The times reported for performing

relighting tasks were measured on a 3.4 GHz i7 CPU

with 16 GB of RAM.

This section presents relighting examples for dis-

tinct styles of paintings, drawings, digital paintings, and

even unusual kinds of artworks. The examples shown in

Figures 1, 12, and 15 were produced with user-specified

in-shade and lit regions. The other ones use fβ functions

computed as described in Section 4.1. For all examples,

the Gaussian filters used in Eqs (4) and (5), as well

as for creating the Laplacian pyramids, use σ = 0.5.

Since our shading proxies can be any 3-D models, our

image-model registration step (Section 3.1) allows us to

relight images of objects with arbitrary geometries. We,

however, show mostly face examples due to the great

diversity of artistic styles that can be found in por-

traits. Our method is robust to strong brush strokes,

painting styles, and use of colors to encode shading.

For all examples in this section, we also show, together

with the original image, an inset exhibiting the refer-

ence proxy P (see Section 3.1) with the user-provided

guess shading. Note that a single 3-D model was used

for the relighting of all male faces shown in the paper. In

each case, the model has been transformed and warped

to fit the individual characteristics of the subjects. By

transforming and warping 3-D models, our approach

provides great flexibility, allowing us to handle a large

number of images using a small number of models. Our

results illustrate not only changes in illumination di-

rection, but also in its intensity, achieving new moods

while preserving the original color-shading encodings.

Figure 1 illustrates the relighting of two very dis-

tinct styles: a van Gogh’s painting (top) and a color

pencil drawing (bottom). Relighting van Gohg’s work is

quite challenging. Note how our technique preserved the

artist’s use of colors to represent shading information,

even when using distinct light intensities. The pencil

drawing example has a very smooth shading.

Figure 11 illustrates the relighting of a photorealis-

tic painting by the Flemish renaissance painter Adriaen

Key. Figure 12 shows the relighting of Tim Benson’s

portrait Dad Looking Down. The image in the center

shows the relighting from the left. On the right, the

image has been relit from below. This is another chal-

lenging example due to color discontinuities and sharp

brush strokes.

Fig. 11 Relighting of the painting William I, Prince of
Oranje, by Adriaen Key. (left) Original. (center) Relighting
from above. (right) Relighting from right.

Fig. 12 Relighting of a Tim Benson’s painting: Dad Looking
Down. (left) Original. (center) Relighting from left. (right)
Relighting from below.
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Fig. 13 Relighting of a caricature by Mark Hammermeister.
(left) Original. (center) Relighting from left using a stronger
light source. (right) Relighting from the right.

Figure 13 shows the relighting of a digital drawing

by Mark Hammermeister. This example illustrates the

use of our technique with caricatures, which employ

very distinctive geometry and illumination styles.

Figure 14 shows another example of relighting ap-

plied to a digital painting. This is another challeng-

ing example, as the character contains lots of high-

frequency surface details in his face, ears, and horns.

This should be contrasted with the smooth reference

proxy used for specifying the guess and target shadings

(see inset in Figure 14 (left)). Nevertheless, the shading-

ratio image obtained from our refined source and tar-

get shadings lends to proper relighting of even highly-

detailed surfaces, such as this one. Figure 14 (center)

and (right) show the character relit from the front and

from the left. Note the surface details.

Fig. 14 Relighting of a digital painting by J. P. Targete.
(left) Original. (center) Frontal relit. (right) Relit from left.

Fig. 15 Relighting of a portrait made with screws, by An-
drew Myers. (left) Original. (center) Relit from left. (right)
Relit from above using a stronger light source.

Figure 15 shows a portrait by Andrew Myers cre-

ated using screws. This image contains high-frequency

details that are likely to hamper shading estimation by

traditional intrinsic-decomposition techniques. Despite

that, our method is able to relight it, preserving the

essence of this unique piece of artwork.

Fig. 16 Relighting of an Audi R8 drawing, by Elisabeth K.
(Lizkay). (left) Original. (center) Relit from left. (right) Relit
from bottom left front.

Figure 16 shows the relighting of a painting of an

Audi R8, by Elisabeth K. Figure 17 shows the relight-

ing of a Camaro drawing also by Elisabeth. The original

images contain several details that cannot be directly

mapped from the reference proxies (insets). These de-

tails are handled by our shading refinement procedures.

6.1 Normal and Depth-Map Transfer

The feature-correspondence mapping generated by our

method can be useful for additional applications. For

instance, it makes it straightforward to transfer infor-

mation from the 3-D proxies to pictures. We exploit this

possibility to transfer normal and depth maps from the

3-D proxies to paintings and drawings. Figure 18 shows

examples of normal maps transfered to Tim Benson’s

and van Gogh’s paintings, and to a digital caricature.

Conventional techniques for estimating normal maps

from images are based on image gradients and, there-

fore, do not work for these examples. Our approach is

capable of transferring smooth normal maps that cap-

ture the essence of each of these images, even though

the used proxies all derive from the same 3-D model.

This observation also applies to transferred depth maps.

6.2 Discussion and Limitations

We used OpenGL’s point light sources to illuminate the

reference proxy because this lends to real-time render-

ing, but other lighting models can be used. We experi-

mented our technique with other color spaces (CIE Lab,

HSV, HSL), but according to our experience the RGB

color space yields the most pleasing results.

For the specific case of portrait relighting, one could

replace the image-model registration step by an au-

tomatic procedure for registering 3-D models to face
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Fig. 17 Camaro drawing, by Elisabeth K. (Lizkay). (left) Original. (center) Relit from right. (right) Relit from above.

images [6, 33]. However, since our procedure for shad-

ing refinement does not require that the 3-D model or

its shading exactly matches the input image’s shape or

shading (see, for example, Figure 14), we argue that

it is still advantageous for the user to perform approx-

imate registration using just a few mouse clicks. Our

approach not only provides more creative freedom, but

also allows for the relighting of virtually any object.

Since we only relight the segmented objects, the

users should be careful to not introduce too notice-

able inconsistencies in the scene illumination. Although

one can use an arbitrary number of reference proxies to

re-illuminate an image, our technique does not handle

shadows or other global illumination effects.

Finally, as mentioned in Section 4.1, our technique

may incorrectly treat part of the albedo as shading.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a practical solution to the prob-

lem of subject relighting in paintings and drawings. It

works by correlating color and shading values and us-

ing this information to refine a user-provided source-

shading guess. Given a target shading, we use a mul-

tiscale approach to add to it possible high-frequency

information found in the refined source shading. These

new source and target shadings are used to compute a

per-channel shading-ratio image, which takes into ac-

count the colors used by the artist to encode shading

information. The relit image is then obtained through

pixel-wise multiplication between the input color image

and the obtained shading-ratio one. We have demon-

strated the effectiveness of our technique on a variety of

artistic styles, including the use of strong brush strokes,

unconventional shading encodings, drawings, and other

types of artwork. Our method is the first to perform

relighting of paintings and drawings, and is capable of

preserving the artist’s intended use of colors to encode

shading information.

Our technique can also be used to transfer smooth

normal and depth maps from 3-D proxies to both photo-

and non-photorealistic images. The resulting maps cap-

ture the essence of the represented underlying surfaces.

Given its flexibility, robustness, and ease of use, our

technique can help artists and casual users to experi-

ment with various lighting effects on existing artworks,

enabling new and creative applications.
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